Intelligent Intervention

• … the mechanisms of disease are quite open to intelligent intervention and reversal whenever we learn more about how they operate…

*Lewis Thomas* 1974

Creativity in drug discovery requires random collisions of fine minds and doesn’t scale, execution does.
Invention of RPC 1063 Provisional Filing 269 examples, May ‘08

Formed Receptos, May ‘09

In-licensing declined by multiple pharma companies

Series A Interim CEO: Rastetter, Nov ‘09

Initiated Phase 1, Jan ‘11

File IND, Dec ‘10

Phase 2 UC (Touchstone), Jan ‘13

Phase 2 UC Topline Data, Follow on offering, June ‘14

IPO RCPT, May 2013

Follow on offering, Jan ‘14

Phase 2 RRMS (Radiance), Oct ‘12

Phase 3 Radiance (2-yr study) initiated, Dec ‘13

Topline RRMS Data, Follow on offering, June ‘14

August 2015

CELG tenders 7.3B cash for Receptos
Use the power of chemistry and genetics to establish causal relationships between protein expression, signaling and function in physiology and pathology.

Crystal Structure

Suppressing Cytokine Storm

Human safety and efficacy in MS and UC

Basic Science and Pharmacology giving patients better choices
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